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The trusted entry control innovator
Meesons have over 30 years’ experience specialising in entrance control solutions in the UK 
Security Industry. 

Our focused range of entrance control products provide solutions from the perimeter to the building 
façade, through to the reception and internal zones. We have developed our core product groups 
delivering quality security systems to high demanding sectors, installing and maintaining projects 
throughout the UK. These sectors include critical national infrastructure such as airports, data centres 
and central government along with corporate clients and leisure. 
 
 Our range of PAS 68 (British Standard), IWA14-1 (International Standard) and ASTM (American 
Standard) High Security Hostile Vehicle Mitigation (HVM) products reliably prevent unauthorised access 
or vehicle borne attacks. Our 3rd party approvals provide independent verification that the product will 
continue to deliver the performance and attack resistance to delay criminals or terrorists.

Our Values
Our company and employees are committed to upholding our values whilst delivering high quality, 
innovative entry control solutions that our customers can trust.
 
Trusted - We always do what we say by delivering on our promises to our staff and customers. We do 
the right thing, at the right time, with the right attitude.
Curious - We always ask great questions to ensure we develop and install our products to the highest 
standards, exceeding our customers’ expectations.
Responsive - We always listen to customers’ needs providing the responsive service our customers 
expect. We are eager to learn and value feedback to continuously improve the service we offer.
Committed - We always challenge the norm, we are innovative in our approach, constantly exploring 
new ways of working to ensure we deliver a service that our customers can depend on.

Warranty
All Meesons products are covered by a 12 month warranty. We recommend that the Meesons warranty is 
complemented with one of our Service Plans to ensure your security access system continues to operate 
at peak efficiency. Extended warranty options are available, please contact Meesons for further details.

Service
We realise the importance of keeping your site open and secure. Through our range of premium 
Service Plans we offer regular service and maintenance contracts to prevent unwanted breakdowns. 
Our trained team of Technicians are on call to provide nationwide cover. We offer a range of Service 
Plans, ranging from our Next Day Service Plan with preventative maintenance inspections, to our fully 
comprehensive service including an AM/ PM onsite response with our Total Service Plan.
 
Critical Spares - We strive to keep any downtime to a minimum and recommend that the Meesons 
Service Plan is supported with a Critical Spares Pack to ensure you have the necessary parts on site 
when they are needed most.

Please contact Meesons for further details on 0870 787 7846.

Why choose Meesons?
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As our policy is to continually improve the products 

we offer we reserve the right to amend specifications 

without prior notice. Further product drawing and 

data sheets are available on request.
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PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

M50 Automatic Bollard
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:5.2/7.8
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:5.5
ASTM F 2656-07 M50/P2

M30 Automatic Bollard PAS 68 V/7500[N2]/48/90:0.0/0.0
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N2A]/48/90:0.4

M50 Fixed Shallow Mount Bollard
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.4/15.4
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:0.8
ASTM F 2656-07 M50/P1 (triple unit)

M30 Fixed Shallow Mount Bollard Vehicle Impact Simulation M30/P1 (triple unit)

M50 Removable Shallow Mount Bollard Vehicle Impact Simulation M50/P1 (triple unit)

PU30 Quick Folding Gate Vehicle Impact Simulation PU30/P1

EntraQuick® I Gate TÜV type-tested according to DIN EN 13241-1

EntraQuick® II Gate TÜV type-tested according to DIN EN 13241-1

M50 Tracked Sliding Gate PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/4.3 tested with 7000mm CWO
ASTM F2656-07 M50/P1 tested with 7000mm CWO

Wedge II Shallow Mount Road Blocker
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/20.7
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:0.0 tested with 4000mm blocking width
ASTM F2656-15 M50/P1 tested with 4000mm blocking width

DSP® K12 Road Blocker
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/18.0
DOS SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L3
tested with 4000mm blocking width

K12 Barrier Lift System (3-6 Metres)
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/31.0
DOS SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L3
tested with 6000mm CWO

K12 Barrier Lift System (6-10 Metres) DOD SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L2
tested with 10000m CWO

Tyre Killer N/A

Shark Tyre Killer N/A

Certification Overview
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All products within the Meesons HVM range$$ are manufactured 
with high-quality materials and finished with the proven  
Tri-Protect® long-term corrosion protection, ensuring long term 
durability even when installed into harsh environments. The 
Tri-Protect® corrosion protection has been salt spray tested 
for approx. 2000 h* without loss of the surface protection in 
accordance to ISO 9227.

The Tri-Protect® system corrosion is provided to the following 
categories;  
  Category C5I/C5M:  Industrial areas with high humidity and 

aggressive atmospheres (C5I) Marine, offshore, estuaries, 
coastal areas with high salinity (C5M).  

  Category C4: Industrial areas (e.g. chemical plants) and 
coastal areas with moderate salinity.

Tri-Protect® Corrosion Protection

* Without damaging the surface. $$ The PU30 Quick Folding Gate is finished with a hot-dip galvanized, cleaned and powder coated finish to provide a long-
term anti-corrosion protection coating according to DIN 55633 corrosion

Our HVM range of High Security 
solutions include products, which 
have been specifically designed for 
shallow mounted foundations. For 
sites where full depth foundations 
are not possible due to existing 
services or utilities, or where lower 
installation costs are sought, our 
shallow mounted products provide 
the perfect solution with minimal 
excavation whilst delivering 
maximum protection.

Shallow Mount Foundations
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The Meesons range of Bollards includes hydraulic, fixed or removable bollards for sites where unhindered pedestrian access is required but 
provide controlled, or prevent, vehicle access. All Bollards feature a robust construction with heavy gauge material and high tensile steel. Due 
to their modern designs and customisable finishes the bollards are suitable for inner city applications for security and traffic management. 
Our range of vehicle bollards include options for emergency fast operation, shallow foundations or demountable blockers to provide 
solutions for all applications.  Ready-to-install bollard units with a separate control box enables quick and easy installation in all climate 
zones with reliable operation and low maintenance. All bollards can be traversed in the lowered position according to bridge class SLW 60.

Bollards

M50 AUTOMATIC  
BOLLARD 
CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:5.2/7.8 
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:5.5 
ASTM F 2656-07 M50/P2

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1100mm 

DIAMETER 
Ø 355mm

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 5-6 sec. 
Lowering: approx. 3-4 sec.  
Emergency fast operation (optional) approx. 
2-3 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Integrated in blocking element

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500 - 1850mm incl. 100mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Stainless steel sleeve, top lighting, EFO + RO1

FINISH 
Galvanised or RAL (Tri-Protect® - C5I / C5M)

High security hydraulically controlled retractable rising 
bollard preventing unauthorised wheeled access, 
whilst enabling free pedestrian movement.

M30 AUTOMATIC  
BOLLARD 
CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N2]/48/90:0.0/0.0 
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N2A]/48/90:0.4

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1000mm 

DIAMETER 
Ø 355mm

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 5-6 sec. 
Lowering: approx. 3-4 sec.  
Emergency fast operation (optional) approx. 
2-3 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Integrated in blocking element

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500 - 1850mm incl. 100mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Stainless steel sleeve, top lighting, EFO + RO1

FINISH 
Galvanised or RAL (Tri-Protect® - C5I / C5M)

High security hydraulically controlled retractable rising 
bollard preventing unauthorised wheeled access, 
whilst enabling free pedestrian movement.
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M50 FIXED SHALLOW 
MOUNT BOLLARD

CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.4/15.4 
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:0.8 
ASTM F 2656-07 M50/P1 (triple unit) 

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1100mm 

DIAMETER 
Ø 355mm

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500mm incl. 100mm road covering 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Stainless steel sleeve, top lighting

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C4)

High security fixed mount bollard designed to provide 
maximum security against unauthorised vehicles and 
is ideal for applications where shallow foundations are 
required. 

M30 FIXED SHALLOW 
MOUNT BOLLARD

CERTIFICATION 
Vehicle Impact Simulation M30/P1 (triple unit)

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1000 - 1100mm

DIAMETER 
Ø 355mm

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500mm incl. 100mm road covering 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Stainless steel sleeve, top lighting

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C4)

High security fixed mount bollard designed to provide 
maximum security against unauthorised vehicles and 
is ideal for applications where shallow foundations are 
required.  

M50 REMOVABLE 
SHALLOW MOUNT 
BOLLARD
CERTIFICATION 
Vehicle Impact Simulation M50/P1 (triple unit)

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1100mm

DIAMETER 
Ø 355mm

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500mm incl. 100mm road covering 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Bollard top lighting, Ufo-shape, red, white  
or yellow.
Stainless steel sleeve with screwed on or 
welded stainless steel top plate. 
Height compensation and blind plate for 
height compensation.

FINISH 
Galvanised or RAL (Tri-Protect® C5I & C5M)

High security bollard designed to provide maximum 
security against unauthorised vehicles and is ideal 
for demounting or installing for temporary event 
management where shallow foundations are required. 
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The Meesons Quick Folding Gate is an innovative bi-folding gate providing the ultimate security for vehicle access points due to its 
full height perimeter protection, rapid operating times and impact resistance. The gate is designed for continuous operation and is 
therefore perfect for use at highly frequented locations such as logistic centres or ports. The trackless design results in an obstruction 
free passage.

Quick Folding Gates

PU30 ENTRAQUICK® 
GATE

CERTIFICATION 
Vehicle Impact Simulation PU30/P1

GATE HEIGHT 
2050, 2550 and 3050mm

CLEAR OPENING WIDTH 
2000 – 4000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING SPEED 
Max. 0.5 m/s

DRIVE UNIT 
Mounted to drive post

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
1100mm incl. 200mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Anti-climbing device, type of gate infill

FINISH 
Hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated in  
RAL colours

High security quick bi-folding gate with trackless 
design suitable for continuous operation and ideal for 
frequently accessed sites. The PU30 Gate incorporates 
a unique, secure self-locking arrestor system.
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ENTRAQUICK® I 
GATE

CERTIFICATION 
TÜV type-tested according to DIN EN 13241-1

GATE HEIGHT 
2050 and 2450mm inc. 1000m ground  
clearance

BLOCKING WIDTH 
2000 - 4000mm in 500mm increments

CLEAR OPENING WIDTH 
3000 – 6000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING SPEED  
Max. 1.0 m/s (double leaf)

DRIVE UNIT  
Mounted to drive post

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
900mm (excl. road covering)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Serrated top edge, alternative floor recess for 
lowered foundation up to 200mm, key safe, 
fence connection systems

FINISH 
Hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated in  
RAL colours

*Optional feature

Double leaf quick bi-folding gate with trackless 
design suitable for continuous operation and ideal for 
frequently accessed sites. Each leaf can be opened 
separately if required*.

ENTRAQUICK® II  
GATE

CERTIFICATION 
TÜV type-tested according to DIN EN 13241-1

GATE HEIGHT 
Single Leaf - 2050, 2550 or 3050mm 
(CW>4000mm – H=2050mm only) 
Double Leaf – 2050, 2550 or 3050mm 
(CW>8000mm – H=2050mm only)  
Incl. 100mm ground clearance

CLEAR OPENING WIDTH 
Single Leaf - 2000 - 5000mm in 500mm 
increments 
Double Leaf - 4000 – 10000mm in 500mm 
increments           

OPERATING SPEED  
Single Leaf - Max. 0.5 m/s 
Double Leaf - Max. 1.0 m/s

DRIVE UNIT  
Mounted to drive post

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
900mm (excl. road covering)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Serrated top edge, steel spikes (from 2550mm 
gate height), alternative floor recess for lowered 
foundation up to 200mm, key safe, fence 
connection systems, special infills on request

FINISH 
Hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated in  
RAL colours

*Optional feature

Single or double leaf quick bi-folding gate with 
trackless design suitable for continuous operation and 
ideal for frequently accessed sites. Double leaf gates 
can be opened separately if required*.
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The Meesons Tracked Sliding Gate provides protection from hostile vehicle based attacks and is ideal for all critical infrastructure 
applications or other designated high risk areas with large perimeter access points. The tracked design with unrivalled reliability and 
high speed opening and closing times provides a complete solution that is difficult to achieve with other drive mechanisms. Its robust 
construction with heavy gauge material and high tensile steel offers reliable operation and is low maintenance. In the event of a 
power failure the gate can be manually opened or closed.

Tracked Sliding Gates

M50 TRACKED  
SLIDING GATE

CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/4.3 tested  
with 7000mm CWO 
ASTM F2656-07 M50/P1 tested with  
7000mm CWO

GATE HEIGHT 
2000 - 3000mm

CLEAR OPENING WIDTH 
3000 - 7000mm in 1000mm increments

OPERATING SPEED 
Max. 0.4 m/s

EFO (OPTIONAL)  
up to 0.8 m/s

DRIVE UNIT 
Mounted on compensating frame

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
500mm incl. 100mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Anti-climbing device, type of gate infill

FINISH 
Galvanised or RAL (Tri-Protect® C5I & C5M,  
C4 - bottom impact rails with 7,000 mm CWO)

High security tracked sliding gate with internationally 
crash tested certification with robust construction and 
reliable operation provides controlled access to stop 
all vehicle borne threats. 
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Meesons range of Road Blockers offer maximum security against unauthorised wheeled vehicles of all sizes and weights for highly 
sensitive entry points. They are vehicle crash-tested to internationally accepted standards and feature a robust construction with heavy 
gauge material and high tensile steel. Our range of road blockers include options for emergency fast operation and shallow foundations 
to provide solutions for all applications. The road blockers are designed to provide a high level of security and can be installed as a single 
unit or in combination with other products (e.g. bollards, gates, barriers or tyre killers) in order to create a vehicle interlock check point. In 
the lowered position the road blocker sits flush with the road surface and is capable of supporting wheeled vehicles with a load bearing 
capacity up to bridge class SLW 60.

Road Blockers

WEDGE II 
SHALLOW MOUNT 
ROAD BLOCKER
CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/20.7 
IWA 14-1 V/7200[N3C]/80/90:0.0 tested  
with 4000mm blocking width 
ASTM F2656-15 M50/P1 tested with  
2000mm blocking width

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1000mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
2000 - 4000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 3.5 sec. 
Lowering: approx. 3.5 sec.

EFO (OPTIONAL)   
Approx. 1 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Integrated in blocking element

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
300mm incl. 100mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Safety skirt, LED strip lighting, EFO + RO3

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C5I & C5M)

High security road blocker with shallow installation 
depth and foundation footprint, significantly reducing 
installation costs.

DSP® K12 ROAD 
BLOCKER

CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/18.0 
DOS SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L3 
tested with 4000mm blocking width

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1000mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
2000 - 4000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 5 sec. 
Lowering: approx. 4 sec.

EFO (OPTIONAL)   
Approx. 2 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Installed in separate drive cabinet

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
1550mm

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
EFO + RO3

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect ® C4)

High security road blocker with full installation depth 
and foundation footprint, offering the ultimate 
security against all unauthorised wheeled vehicles and 
operational after impact.
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The Meesons crash rated Barrier Lift System offers maximum security for highly sensitive entry or exit points against unauthorised 
vehicles attempting forced entry by destroying the chassis completely. Heavy vehicles at high speeds are reliably stopped by the Barrier 
Lift System which can be utilised individually or in combination with other products (e.g. bollards, gates, blockers or tyre killers) in order 
to create a vehicle interlock check point. Thanks to its high-quality material and the proven Tri-Protect® long-term corrosion protection, 
installation in all climate zones is possible. Furthermore, it only requires minimal excavation across the roadway. In the lowered position 
the unit is completely unobtrusive and flush with the road surface. It corresponds to bridge class SLW 60, so that even the heaviest 
vehicles can pass over the barrier.

Barrier Lift Systems

K12 BARRIER LIFT 
SYSTEM (3-6 METRES)
CERTIFICATION 
PAS 68 V/7500[N3]/80/90:0.0/31.0 
DOS SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L3 
tested with 6000mm CWO

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1100mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
3000 - 6000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 0.17 m/s, lowering: approx. 
0.20 m/s

DRIVE UNIT  
Installed in separate drive cabinet

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
1100-1910mm incl. 310mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
RO1

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C5 - Barrier, C4 - Posts/ 
housing)

K12 BARRIER LIFT  
SYSTEM (6-10 METRES)
CERTIFICATION 
DOD SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A 03/2003 K12/L2 
tested with 10000mm CWO

BLOCKING HEIGHT 
1100mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
6000 - 10000mm in 1000mm increments

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: approx. 0.17 m/s, lowering: approx. 
0.20 m/s

DRIVE UNIT  
Installed in separate drive cabinet

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
510 - 1210mm incl. 310mm road covering

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
RO1

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C5 - Barrier, C4 - Posts/ 
housing)
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The Meesons Tyre Killer and the modular Shark Tyre Killer offer a high degree of protection against unauthorised entry or exit of hostile 
motor vehicles. If a vehicle attempts to gain access, its tyres and/or axles will be destroyed (depending on the model). It can be utilised 
individually or in combination with other products (e.g. bollards, gates, barriers or blockers) in order to achieve a sluice arrangement 
create a vehicle interlock check point. The solid sharp spikes are clearly visible thanks to the bright colours providing a warning to 
approaching vehicles. The spikes will raise and block the road with a height of 215 or 450mm, (depending on the model). In the lowered 
position the Tyre Killers are completely unobtrusive, flush with the road surface and capable of supporting wheeled vehicles with a load 
bearing capacity up to bridge class SLW 60. The “plug and play” Tyre Killers are characterised by a shallow installation depth which makes 
it particularly suitable for locations with limited available depth due to underground utilities.

Tyre Killers

TYRE KILLER
BLOCKING HEIGHT 
450mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
2000 - 6000mm

OPERATING TIME 
Raising approx. 2 sec. 
Lowering: approx. 2 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Installed in separate drive cabinet

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
900mm

OPTIONS 
RO3

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C4)

SHARK TYRE KILLER
BLOCKING HEIGHT 
215mm 

BLOCKING WIDTH 
2000 to 6000mm in 500mm increments

OPERATING TIME 
Raising: < 1 sec., lowering: < 1 sec.

DRIVE UNIT  
Installed on the left or right viewed from  
the outside

INSTALLATION DEPTH 
490mm incl. 190mm for drainage pipes

FINISH 
RAL (Tri-Protect® C4)
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Meesons A.I. Ltd 
Cardea House 
Sidings Business Park
Skipton
North Yorkshire
BD23 1TB 
United Kingdom

Tel: 0870 787 7846
Email: enquiries@meesons.com

www.meesons.com

Other products in the Meesons Range
Security Portals
Security Revolving Doors
Speed Gates
Full Height Turnstiles
SMACS – Sensor Based Anti-Tailgating

Manufactured by


